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Introduction
The previous literature investigates when asset returns are extreme, that is when there are large negative returns on a given …nancial market. Also, the previous literature studies which explanatory variables explain the simultaneous occurrence of extreme returns across several …nancial markets. A long sample period is needed because only the 5% smallest returns are classi…ed as being extreme. In this paper, I provide a new classi…cation scheme for returns being extreme that requires a shorter sample period.
So far, returns are classi…ed as being extreme by considering each asset market separately. I denote this for the univariate classi…cation. That is, to classify whether a return on a particular stock market (say Germany) is extreme on a given day, only the time series of returns for that particular stock market (Germany) is investigated. Here, I advocate considering several similar asset markets simultaneously when classifying extreme returns. I denote this for the multivariate classi…cation. For the German stock market example, I use all the stock markets of the old EU countries to classify German stock returns as extreme. In this way it is possible to apply data from a much shorter sample period compared to the univariate classi…cation scheme. Bae, Karolyi and Stulz (2003) provide a new approach to measuring …-nancial contagion. They use multinomial logit regressions for simultaneous extreme returns, that is they explain the joint occurrence of extreme returns at various stock markets. The classi…cation of extreme returns on the individual markets only depends on the return distribution on that particular market. Christiansen and Ranaldo (2009) build on the Bae et al. (2003) terminology to investigate the integration of the new and old EU member states' stock markets. Boyson, Stahel and Stulz (2010) 
Classi…cation Schemes
The classi…cation schemes are exempli…ed for the stock markets. The bond market de…nitions follow straight forward.
Univariate Classi…cation
First, I follow the previous literature beginning with Bae et al. (2003) and use their classi…cation scheme. I denote this for the univariate classi…cation scheme. A return for a given country (say Germany) is extreme if it is below the 5% threshold of the distribution of German stock returns for the entire sample period, i.e. the 5% lowest returns are classi…ed as being extreme.
The same procedure applies for the other 13 countries'stock markets.
Multivariate Classi…cation
Second, I introduce a new classi…cation scheme, namely the multivariate classi…cation scheme. Here the stock returns for all 14 countries are pooled.
Then the extreme returns are those that are below the 5% threshold of the pooled distribution of the stock returns. Using the multivariate classi…cation scheme implies that for some countries there will be more than 5% extreme returns and for others less than 5%. Extreme is seen from the perspective of the combined European stock markets.
Simultaneous Extreme Returns
I investigate the variable that counts the number of countries that have extreme stock returns simultaneously for each day in the sample period. The simultaneous extreme return variable takes on integer values between zero (no countries have extreme returns) and 14 (all countries have extreme returns). The simultaneous extreme return variable will be di¤erent for the two classi…cation schemes. This variable has been the explained variable when analyzing integration and contagion of …nancial markets in the previous literature. Table 2 shows the number of extreme stock returns for both the univariate and multivariate classi…cation. For most countries the number of extreme returns is signi…cantly smaller using the multivariate classi…cation scheme compared to the univariate scheme. For Finland, Greece, Italy, and Sweden the number of extreme returns is signi…cantly larger. Only for four countries (France, Ireland, Netherlands, and Spain) is the number of extreme returns not signi…cantly di¤erent for the two schemes. Table 3 shows the frequency of the simultaneous extreme returns using both classi…cation schemes. Using the multivariate classi…cation, there are fewer days without any extreme returns and more days with only one extreme return. The proportion of days with two or more extreme returns is fairly close for the two classi…cation schemes. Table 4 shows the cross tabulation of the simultaneous extreme returns for the two schemes. Here I combine days with at least three extreme returns into one category. As expected, the two schemes are not statistically independent. Importantly, the two schemes are signi…cantly di¤erent.
Extreme Stock Returns
I consider the sub-sample behavior of the simultaneous extreme return variables, namely by considering the period since the onset of the recent …nancial crisis separately (since 2008). Here, I cannot reject that the two 6 schemes are identical. For the period before the …nancial crisis (1990 to 2007) , the two schemes are signi…cantly di¤erent. So, it is mainly due to di¤erences in the …rst part of the sample period that the two schemes lead to di¤erences for the simultaneous extreme stock return variable.
Extreme Bond Returns
The corresponding results for extreme bond returns are shown in separate panels in Tables 2-4. Table 2 shows that only for Italy and the UK is the multivariate classi…cation scheme not signi…cantly di¤erent from the univariate scheme. For most countries the multivariate classi…cation scheme de…nes fewer extreme returns (same as for stocks). For Greece, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain are there signi…cantly more extreme returns using the multivariate classi…cation scheme. Those are the countries which have experienced the sovereign debt crisis.
The simultaneous extreme bond returns in Table 3 show the same pattern as for the stock market. The cross tabulation in Table 4 of the simultaneous extreme bond returns shows that the two schemes are not independent (same as for stocks). In contrast to the stock markets, it cannot be rejected that the two schemes are identical. This also applies for the sub periods before and after the onset of the …nancial crisis. So, for bond markets it is of no consequence whether I use the univariate or the multivariate classi…cation scheme for investigating integration and contagion issues. For bond markets it is thus feasible to use a shorter time period when classifying extreme returns, simply by pooling the information from all the European bond markets.
Conclusion
In this paper I investigate the classi…cation of extreme returns for EU stock and bond markets. So far, the literature has considered the classi…cation of extreme returns for each country separately. In this paper I show that in 7 particular for bond markets it is relevant to consider all the EU bond markets jointly, whereby a shorter sample period is called for. For the most recent time period (since 2008) the two classi…cation schemes give rise to similar simultaneous extreme return variables, also for the EU stock markets.
Future research could investigate if the multivariate classi…cation scheme is also feasible in other geographic markets than the European.
